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1946 CESSNA 140
Designed By:

Burnis R. Fields, Jr.
TYPE AIRCRAFT

1/4 Scale
WINGSPAI{
96 lnches

WING CHORD

15% lnches
TOTAL WING AREA

1400 Sq. ln.
wrr{G rocATrot{

Above Cabin
AIBFOIL

NACA 2142
WING PLAI{FORM

Constant Chord
DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP

1'
OVERATL FUSELAGE LENGTH

61 % lnches
BADIO COMPARTilIE}IT SIZE

Ample room under pilot seat
STABILIZER SPAiI

26% lnches
STABILIZER CH0RD {incl. elev.)

9/z lnches (Avg.)
STABILIZER AREA

218 Sq. ln, (Approx.)
STAB AIRFOIL SICTION

Streamlined
STABlLIZEB LOCATIOI{

Mid-Fuselage
VERTICAL FIIII HEIGHT

14" from Bottom of Fuselage

VEBTICAL FIN WBrH (incl. rud.)
121/z lnches

Et'lGlt{E SIZE
.90-1.08 2-stroke; .90-1.20 4-stroke

FUEL TAI{X SIZE

Sullivan 24 02.
LAI{DIi{G GEAR

Aluminum
REC. I{0. OF GHAi{I{ELS

5

CONTROL FU}IGTIOIIS
Bud., Elev., Throt., Ail., Flaps

BASIC MAIERIATS USED 1I{ CONSTRUCTIOII
Fuselage ..... Balsa&Ply
Wing .. ...... Balsa, Spruce, & Ply
Empennage .... Balsa, Spruce & Ply
Wt. Beady To Fly . . ... .. 24A 0zs. (15 Lbs.)

t the end of WWII. hundreds of
thousands were learning to fly.
The G.I. Bill was paying the tab.

Dwane Wallace of Cessna Aircraft saw the
unlimited potential, and designed the
120/140 series.

Pattemed after what was successful in the
light-plane market, the 120 came out

racing pilot "Steve" Whittman. This
landing gear is very rugged, but springy. It
had its good points, but if not used right, it
could send you bouncing all over the place.

The 120 sold for $2,495.00 and the 140

sold for about $500.00 more. More people
could afford to fly their own airplane. These
planes were very popular with flying
schools and sportsman pilots who just liked
to fly.

The Cessna 12Oll4Q is basically an all
metal airplane with fabric covered wings.
Powered by an 85 hp Continental engine, it
could cruise at 105 mph. Stall speed of the
120 was 45 mph, while the 140 with flaps
could get d<lwn to 40 mph. The 140 could
climb at 640 fpm.

The Cessna 140 was pleaslng to look at,
inexpensive to operate, and above all ---
fun to fly.

My model is a copy of a Cessna 140 that
belongs to F. Bracewell of Dublin, Georgia.
My thanks to Mr. Bracewell for his help
with information and photographs.

If I have tweaked your interest and
perhaps aroused some fond memories, let's
build the model of the Cessna 140.

The Cessna 140 model is 1/4 the size of
the full size. Material to build it should be

available at your local hobby shop.
The model is built from balsa wood and

plywood. The wings are in two panels and

disconnect quickly for ease in transporting.
Three set screws and a quick disconnect on
the lower end of the wing struts make them
very easy to install and remove. The spar
supports at the fuselage are from Sig Mfg.
Co. (same as used on the Spacewalker). The
quick disconnects are easily made from
sheet brass and brass tubing. A piece of
1/16" wire and a spring from a ball point
pen form the lock.

The wings and tail are conventional
except for the control surfaces. They are

crimped plastic (again from Sig), and they
are very light. The vertical fin and
horizontal stabilizer have laminated 1132"
plywood leading edges.

The fuselage is built on a crutch, much
like some of the old Freeflights and
U-control models. Build the top half and
then, add on the bottom. The landing gear is
a modified Bravo gear.

The tail wheel can be either Sig or C.B.
The engine can be 2-stroke or 4-stroke. Any
good .90 to 120. I used an O.S. 1.08
2-stroke which is more than enough power.

CONSTRUCTION
Stabilizer:

Start the stabilizer by first tracing both
leading edges from the plans. This is to keep
from ruining your plans when you glue the
laminations together. Over this tracing you
assemble the laminated leading edges. I
used seven layers of 1132" x 114"
plywood. Apply wax paper or plastic wrap
over the plan to keep the glue from sticking
to the plan. Stick pins along the inside line
on the tracing to form a jig. Apply aliphatic
glue to the l/32" x 1/4" plywood and stack
one on top of the other like a sandwich.

CESSNA MATERIAL LIST

Wood List

- sheet l/8" x 6" x 12" plywood

- sheet 1132" x 12" x 48" plywood

- sheet ll4" x 12" x 48" plywood

- 
sheet 1116" x 12" x 48" plywood

1 - sheet 3116" x 12" x 24" plywood
3 

- 
l/8" x 3/8" x 36" halsa stah ribs

3 
- 

3/8" sq. x 36" balsa stab and elevator spars
5 - 

1/8" sq. x 36" balsa stab, sub L.E. elevator
and rudder ribs

I 
- 3/8" x 314" x 36" balsa for rudder

reinforcement
4 - 1116" x 3" x 36" balsa sheet for covering of

stab and vertical fin
2 - ll2" x 1t/+" x 48" balsa wing L.E.
2 - ll4" x lth" x 48" balsa sub L.E.
4 - lt4" x lt2" x 48" balsa wing spars

4 - 114" sq. x 48" spruce rear wing spar
2 - ll4" x ll2" x 48" balsa rear wing spar
12 

- 
3132" x 3 " x 36" balsa sheet for wing ribs

| 
- 

3132" x 12" x 24" lite plywood for ribs
| - 3116" sq. x 36" spruce for wingtip brace
16 - 1/8" x 3" x 36" balsa for fuselage sheeting
22 - ll8" x ll2" x 48" balsa for fuselage,

planking and bracing
3 

- 
l/8" x 3/8" x 36" balsa for door frame

I 
- 318" sq. x 36" spruce engine mount

2 
- 

lt/2" x 3" x 8" balsa blocks for cowl
2 - r14" x l/2" x 36" spruce wing strut
2 - ll2" x 3/8" x 36" spruce wing strut
I - .030" x 17" x 17" clear plastic for

windshield and windows

Hardware Items Needed:
These may be purchased from Sig Mfg. Co. , or

your local hobby shop.
7 - Sheets of corrugated plastic (5/8"

comrgations) Brave kit
l- Brave Aluminum landing gear RP -BA-25"7
2 

- Tiller Bar Kits #SH-715
I - Set engine mounts #SH-626
2 

- 
Pkg. 90 degree bellcranks #SH-231

(ailerons and flaps)
I 

- 
Pkg. of 15 Brand XX Hinges #SH-217
(ailerons and rudder)

1 
- 

Pkg. of 6 Brand XX Hinges #SH-216
(elevator)

2 
- 

.030 x l'7" x 17" Clear plastic window and
windshield

I 
- Complete set aluminum wing joining

hardware, both spars (Spacewalker)
4 

- 
4-40 clevis and rods (flaps and ailerons)

I 
- CB heavy duty tail wheel assembly

I 
- 

Pair 4%" wheels
2 - ll4" x 2" hardened bolts
4 - l/4" nuts

- Pkg. of 6 Super Hinge Point hinges

- ll4" sq. x 12" brass tube

- 1116" x 12" brass tube

- Pkg. brass hinges (Houseworks #1122)

- Replacement chain for a retractable key
chain. (Tail wheel, can be found at most
hardware stores)

2 - Small Proctor Formica Homs (rudder and
elevator)

I 
- 

Du-Bro Universal Switch Mount (radio
swilch)

| - 1116" x 36" music wire (Jury struts)
4 - 2-56 x l/2" socket head screws (wing

struts)
| 
- 

l%" tail wheel
15 - Feet of .018 Control cable (Proctor),

(elevator and rudder)
I - Sheet .010 brass
I - ll8" x 12" brass tubing

Wingloading ... ..... 24.7 02./Sq. Ft

looking something like a Luscombe. This
did not hurt Luscombe or Cessna.

The Prototype 120 first flew on June 28,
1945; the 120 and the more deluxe 140

started rolling off the assembly line March,
1946, and 22 a day were being built by
August, 1946.

The spring steel landing gear used on the
Cessna 1201140 series, was invented by
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Photo #1 Photo #2

Photo #3 Photo #4

#l:Radio compartment ls under the se€/t Herc you see 3 servos
(etevator, throtie, rudder,lron bottom tb top). Wrupped in toam is the
receiver, and the battery pack is under the AMA placard.

#2: Here is a goad shot ol the elevatot dnd rudder horns. The taitwheet
chain is lroi a retractable key chain.

#3: Hereyou can seetheholeslorthetoutwlng lock scrcwsatthe rcar
ol the windshietd; also, the rear 9pars6, screws. The blg round holes
are lor aiteron and llap wires. You might notice the dummy antenna.

#4: This is a picturc ol the two front wing spar supports' Nqtice the
tour set scre*s and the eight tt-40 suppor, bolts.

#5: This shows the reeessed doot handte and pin. The vertical slot
ibove lhe gear ls for the lower wing strut fttting,

#6: The tower wing strut quick lock can be seen between trP- lowet
doot and tanding gbar plati supports.The tock is inthe apen,Wsttton,

#7: Here you can see the ruddet and elqvator titter bars. Notice fiow
shott the fustnods arc. You can atso see the doot lock striket and door
sbP.

Photo #5

Photo #6 Photo #7
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Cowl and lower fuselage frames, Laminating stabilizer leading edges (1/32" x 1/4" plywood).

Quickly, before the glue sets, wrap the
laminate around the pins and pin in place.
Allow to dry. (Editor's note: A ll4" ply
template could be made to wrap ply strips
around.)

Next, take a l/8" x 3/8" x27" spruce
strip and glue it to a 318" x 318" x 27"
hard balsa strip. This is the main stabilizer
spar. Cover plans with clear plastic wrap
and pin down spar with spruce cap toward
front. From ll8" x 318" balsa, cut out the
stabilizer ribs and glue in place. CA glues
will hurry the job. Now comes some fun.
Place about six inches of two 1/8"
sq. x 20" strips in water and allow to soak
for about 15 minutes or so. While the strips
are soaking, place pins along inside line of
leading edge backing to form a jig (same as

you did for the laminated leading edge). The
l/8" sq. x 20" strips can now be bent and
pinned in place and glued with CA to front
ofthe ribs. Note: 1/8" scrap balsa is used to
shim the 1/8" sq. x 20" up from plan to
insure that it is centered on ribs. Allow to
dry. Sand ribs to shape, then install 1/16"
sheeting with Sig-Ment or aliphatic glue.
When dry, turn stab over and pin to building
board again. This is to help keep out warps.
The leading edge is now shimmed with
li 16" scrap. Repeat the above and when
dry, remove from board and sand sheet

covering to mate smoothly with l/8"
leading edge backing. Fit and trim

laminated leading edges and glue to leading
edge of stab. This completes the stab,
except for sanding and shaping the leading
edge. Oh 

- 
yes! A little Model Magic will

filI the cracks.
Wing Construction:

We have two reasons for building the
wings at this time: #1 - 

lots of people hate
to build wings. #2 - We need the wings
and stabilizer to build the fuselage. Okay,
let's get started.

I. Build up the rear spar. One piece l/4"
x ll2" x 48" hard balsa with two ll4"
sq. x 48" spruce strips glued top and
bottom. Install ll4" x l/2" x 4Vz"
plywood. Insert in root of spar. Taper rear
spar at tip.

2. Cut out all the ribs from 3/32" sheet
balsa, with the exception of the root rib,
R2-B and R3-B which are 3132" lite ply.

3. Pin down to plans the ll4" x ll2"
balsa lower spar.

4. Cut three or four - 318" x 3/4" x
1 %" balsa blocks and pin to plan under rear
spar. This forms a jig to hold the whole mess
straight.

5. Slip all the ribs on the rear spar and set
in place on blocks and lower front spar.
Position the ribs and glue in place. Do not
glue R4 and R5 yet.

6. Install upper 1/4" x l/2" balsa spar.
7. Install sub leading edge.
8. Trace wingtips off the plan onto

tracing paper. (This will save your plans.)
9. Put clear plastic wrap on top of tracing

and push pins in along the inside edge ofthe
wingtip. This forms a jig for building the
tips.

10. I set up my Dremel saw and cut
fourteen l/32" x ll4" x 48" plywood
strips.

11. Cut the strips a little on the long side
for wingtips.

12. Using aliphatic resin glue such as Sig
Bond, glue seven strips together like a

sandwich and pin down tightly around the
jig you formed on the wingtip tracing. Make
sure the strips are held together tightly. Lots
of pins do nicely. Allow to dry.

13. Block up lower front spar 15/16"
from table at the point where the wingtip
joins. Cut spars to length and taper upper
side of lower spar, and the lower side of
upper spar so that, when they are brought
together, they will be l/4" thick.

14. Now, glue in R4 and R5.
15. Cut a strip of soft 3132" x 3/4" x

19-5/16" balsa and glue to the curved end of
ribs at the flap location. CA is a big help
here, also. Trim and sand to match the upper
and lower edge of ribs.

16. Cut and glue on the 3132" x l" x
l9t/2" top balsa sheet at the flaps.

17. Now we start the aileron cutout. Cut
to fit and glue in3l32' ' x I i4' ' strip in place
in the V cutout. Now cut and glue in the

Stabilizer with 1/8 sq. sub-leading edge in place. Elevators and ribbed plastic covering.
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Elevator with most of ribbed plastic installed.

W..z-?/M@,eett

tn-board end of left wing. Aluminum bars support wing at
luselage and make wing installation very easy'

Laminated wing tip is braced with spruce (in case you stand your
Cessna on the wing tip while servicing model).

Bottom side ol fuselage top. Top half is built on a crutch, planked
and sheeted as the curues dictate,

Stabilizer and elevators complete and ready
sheeted stabilizer is covered with silkspan.

to cover. Balsa

' : :::,'11, i ?.:!l///11,{ffi

VEMil,Wry,

Wing strut attachment points are boxed for added strength.

Complete wing with aileron and flaps. Hinges arc made up to look
scale.

Aluminum channels lastened to plywood frames support the
wings, Set screws hold wing to fuselage.

W///ds@Mffiffi,MM



Complete top half ot fuselage.
alrcady been fitted and aligned.

Framework for the bottom of fuselage. The triangle frames are
there to support the first plank and help keep the proper shape.

3132" x 1" balsa strip in the other side of
the V cutout. Sand top edge of 3/32'' strip to
mate the top edge of ribs.

18. Cut and glue on 3132" x 1" top
sheeting at the aileron cutout. Be sure this
sheet is glued to the ribs and the 3/32" sheet
in the V cutout. This forms a socket for the
aileron.

19. Install the curved gusset at R3-B
where flap and aileron come together.

20. Trim and fit laminated wingtip.
Note: laminated tip must be shimmed at the
sub-leading edge. This tapered wedge
brings the tip out even with the leading edge
when it is installed.

21. Cut 20 spar webs from 3132" x3"
C-grain sheet balsa. This is enough forboth
wings. Trim and install to the back side of
front spars with the grain of the wood
vertical. Omit the first two bays at the
inboard end and the last bay at the tip. Allow
to dry.

22. Remove from the board and install
the lower sheeting at the aileron and flap.
Cut and glue in plywood parts for wing strut
supports. Use plenty of epoxy glue.

23. Install wingtip braces.
24. This is as far as we go until the top

half of the fuselage is constructed.
25. Repeat above for the other wing.

Fuselage Construction:
1. Cement(3)- l/8" x3" x24" sheets

of balsa together to form a 9" wide sheet.

Complete tail installed. Controls are pull-pull cables. Elevator
cables are inside vertical tin.

Cut 1/8'' x 3" x 9'' sheets and glue them to
the 1/8" x9" x24" at 90 degrees to form
cross grained 1/4" sheet. This is used to cut
B 1 instrument panel, El andB2, Fl and F2,
and the rear cowl frame.

2. Using the fuselage keel plan, fold plan
back and mate it to edge of your building
board. Cover the plan with clear plastic
wrap. Splicetogether(2)-3l8" sq. x 48"
strips for the keel. Use a 12 to I splice. Cut
to length and fasten to the plan. Take the
leftover 3/8" sq. and splice to another 3/8"
sq. x 48" keel side. Cut to length.

3. Cut and fit the 3/8" sq. strips that fit at
each former location. This makes the keel.
The keel should extend past the edge of the
building board. The firewall is mounted
here and squared.

4. Cut and install the top half of the two
plywood frames. Notice the angle of the
C-frame. I added aptece of 3132" plywood
the height of the top of these frames and to
the shape of the top of the frames. Install to
the back of the frames with epoxy glue.

On the frame and between the aluminum
channels, I glued in a piece of 1116"
plywood. This dresses up the frame which
can be seen through the windshield.

There is a drawing of the cabin frame
stiffeners and 1116" fill-in for the front of
the forward cabin frame. I put this in mainly
to hide the joint in the frame.

5. From the laminated sheet of balsa. cut

Control horns are formica, Tailwheel
springs and chain hook to rudder horn.

B l, E1 , E2, Fl , and F2. Parts are cut with
the wood grain running at 45 degrees. This
makes a very strong and light frame. Install
E-l and F-1 to the keel.

Wj
v4!"

W

Wings and tail should have plate lor landing gear. Use slow epoxy glue.
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FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE SEE PAGE 231

7. Install ll8" x ll2" x 48" strip at the
top center of the frames. This reaches from
theGl frametoabout l" aheadof C2. This

EUSEIAqE fLAN rvrElt

LEFT STRUI ENO MOUNT DETA]L

holds everything in alignment.
8. Splice enough 718" x 3" x 48" to

reach the full length ofthe fuselage. I used a

-"-:::-----1

FRONT VIEW (1946MODEL)

6. Cut Gl and G2 from 1/8" balsa. The
tail wheel assembly fastens to this one.
Install Gl at its location on the keel.

l;]-*=-
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I 45 degree splice. Make some 3/16" shim

I pi...r and put along the outside olthe keel.
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This is to set the side sheeting on. so ir will
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center the keel. This leaves room to glue on
the lower sheets later.

9. Glue on these to the lower side sheets.
Trim to line up with the top of the fuselage.
Let the sheets extend l" past the firewall.
Now we have the frames hemmed in.

10. From Sig Mfg. Co., obtain a

complete set of wing joining hardware that
is used on the Spacewalker. We use this to
mount the wings to the fuselage. It is very
solid and simple. This is the point where
they must be installed. Once the top half of
the luselage is planked. you cannot get to it.

11. Drill four 7164" holes as shown in
each ofthe four channels. Be careful not to
drill into the inside ofthe channel as the bars
may not slip into the channel.

12. Drill and tap two holes for 4-40
screws in the top of the long channels and
one hole tapped 4-40 in the short channels.
These screws lock the wings to the fuselage.

13. Position the two long channels on
one of the long bars. They should set flush
with the bottom of C2 and C3 as shown on
the plans and even with the outside edge of
C2 and C3. When they are right, clamp and
drill holes through C2 and C3 and fasten
with 4-40 screws and blind nuts. It will be
necessary to shim the top of the channel to
make the bars slide easily when the wings
are installed and removed.

14. Take one of the wings and saw out
the Rl-A rib behind the front spars and in
front of the rear spar. This is to make it
easier to install the support bars.

15. Cut a piece of 114" plywood to fit
between the two front spars and the butt rib
and R2. Cut and fit a piece of 1/8" plywood
to fit behind the front spars from top to
bottom and from the root rib and R2. Epoxy
these two pieces together, but not to the
wing.

16. Cut slots in the butt rib and Rl-A for
rear bar. Cut slot in butt rib for the front bar.
Be careful; we are about to set the angle of
incidence and dihedral. Don't be afraid to
take your time here, to check and recheck.

17. Slip the plywood assembly between
the front spar and slip the front bar in place.
Slip the rear bar in the slots at the rear spar.

18. Slip the front bar into the channel on
C frame and block up the wing. Fuselage
should be sitting flat on the table. Set I
degree dihedral in the wing.

1 9. Slip the rear channel onto the rear bar
and position as shown on the plan. Set I
degree positive incidence. Check that the
dihedral did not change. Lock the bars in
both channels with the set screws. Recheck
your angles again. Now drill the bars and
spars as shown on the plan. Fasten with 4-40
screws and blind nuts.

20. Now, go back and recheck.
Everything okay? Now do the other wing.

21. You can fit the stabilizer at this time.
All the angles are much easier to set before
the bottom of the fuselage is added.
Back To The Wings Now:

l. Replace the Rl-A rib. Sand the
sub-leading edge and glue on the upper and
lower leading edge sheeting. When dry,
sand sheets to mate at front of sub-leading

edge and install leading edge. The outboard
end will have to be slotted to accept the
wingtip. Using a plane, sanding block with
80 grit sandpaper and a template, finish the
leading edge.

2. Put the 3/32" sheeting on the two
inboard ribs.

3. Cut and shape flap spar as shown and
cut flap ribs. Pin the spar to the plan and
glue on the ribs. I used 1/16" plywood at the
rear of the flaps and aileron to support the
plastic skin. The skin is obtained from Sig
Mfg. Co. They use it on the Brave
elevators.

4. The ribbed plastic is cut to size and
glued to the frame with medium CA glue. It
will have to be joined at one of the
comrgations to make it match and help to
hide the joint.

5. Ailerons are made the same way, but
the spar is a different size and shape.

6. One-quarter scale Robart hinge points
are used on the flaps, and Brand XX Hinges
from Sig are put together, three on a

common wire, to form a piano hinge. This is
used on the ailerons.
Back To The Fuselage:

l. Install the instrument panel.
2. Using ll8" x 112" x 48" balsa strips,

finish planking the top of the fuselage.
Starting at the top center strip, put three
strips on each side. Trim at the rear to match
the side sheets. It will also be necessary to
bevel the edges in some places to get a good
fit.

3. Install a ll8" x 3" sheet on each side
and trim to match the top strips. This sheet
should extend forward of the firewall.

4. Install the cabin sides to top of frames.
Make sure they are li8" below wing.

5. Install two more strips on each side.
Trim to match side sheet.

6. Glue two 1/8" x 1/2" strips from the
side sheets up, and trim to match side sheet.

7. Put on three more 1i8" x 1/2" strips
on each side at the top. You will have to wet
the last strip.

8. Fill in what is left with scrap sticks.
9. Cut slots for the wing bars. Now, if

you did like me, you forgot to cut holes for
the six set screws. Happy huntingl

10. Fill in the sides between cabin sides
and the 3" sheets. Cut sides at the front post
for the windshield. Obtain measurements
from the plan and cut carefully.

11. Wet the sheets at the front and wrap
down on the firewall and instrument panel.
Fill in the rest with 1/8" sheet balsa.

12. Cut and fit a 118" C-grain balsa
doubler inside the front of the cabin,
between the C frame and the instrument
panel. This helps to stiffen the front post of
the cabin.

13. Slip the wing fairing ribs onto the
aluminum support bars and install the wings
onto the fuselage. Set the wings out from the
fuselage so that the wingspan is correctly
centered and straight (90 degrees to thrust
line, looking down on the model). Pin the
ribs to the wing root rib and make sure they
are centered for the 3/32" sheet balsa
covering. Install the 1/4" thick blocks

, cEssNA't4o
1/4 SIZE SCALE MODEL
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between the fuselage and fairing rib. Allow
to dry. Remove the wings and frt the 3132"
sheet balsa covering. Be careful ofthe shape
of the top sheeting where it joins the top of
the fuselage. This has a lot to do with the
scale looks of the plane. Sand so that the
wings mate perfectly.

14. The fuselage is now removed from
the building board and we start the bottom
half.

15. Cut out 1/8" at the rear ofthe keel to
receive the l/8" plywood tail wheel mount.
To make it easy, I used a regular C.B. tail
wheel assembly. Install the two spring
leaves on the mount with the two screws and
nuts provided. Glue the nuts to the mount.
Epoxy the assembly in the notch at the rear
of the fuselage. Allow to dry.

Top view of nose shows cowl and support
blocks, fuel fill probe, and general layout.
O.S. 1.08 2-stroke engine.

complete fuselage bottom and the beginnings of balsa cowl. cowt is easy to build and
very light.

Looking at the bottom of the nose, you can see the extension wires for the gtow plug.
That's a mini-alligator clip and an old glow plug.

N\ N:

.sw
t&n

LEFT: Tank is accessible through front of box mount which is not glued to the main firewall until correct prop to main firewatt distance is
decided. A 24 oz. slant tank is shown. Note the throttle pushrod and glow plug extension at bottom. Fast ihreads and machine screws
hold the cowl to the blocks. RIGHT: This shows what can be done with an old lawn chair. Make exhaust stacks. The one on the right stips
under the muffler. The air cleaner is black screen and supplies air to the cylinder head,

16. Install bottom formers.
17. Cut and install the two 1/4" plywood

landing gear support mounts between
frames C and D. Use slow drying epoxy
glue.

18. Cut the ll4" plywood landing gear
mount and install with plenty of epoxy glue.

19. When this assembly is dry, install a
Sig Brave landing gear with three 8-32
screws and blind nuts. Sig will be happy to
sell you this gear. Drill a new l/4" hole
between the wheel pant holes and cut off the
bottom ofthe strut. The struts arejust a little
bit too long.

20. Now we go back to planking. The
entire bottom is planked with 1/8" x 1/2"
strips. Start as before with a ll8" x ll2"
strip down the center and alternate bottom
strips and side strips so that the proper
contour will be maintained at the tapered
ends of each strip. Carefully fit the strips
around the landing gear.

21. Using a2/2" x 11" sanding block
(no pad) with #80 grit sandpaper, you sand
until the surface is smooth and the ridges are
gone. If you fitted your planks well, this
should not take long.

22. Looking pretty good? Okay, let's

start with the sanding sealer. (Dope and
talcum powder works well.) Put on a coat
and let dry. Sand with 220 grit sandpaper on
a block. Do two or three coats. Now, here is
something I'll bet you have not done in a
long time. Cover the entire fuselage and tail
feathers with medium silkspan. Cut your
shapes, lay it in place and spray with water.
(A windex bottle works great!) Dope it
down right through water and all. Now give
the whole thing three more coats of sanding
sealer. Sand between each coat. Now it's
ready for the final finish!

23. The engine mount is a box made from
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Note that the Tatone muffler fits up tight
against the engine. Air goes into the cowl
through the tour holes in the lront of the
cowl, and through the air cleaner screen,
The cowl is all balsa. The grille is sheet
plastic. Notice the baffle inside the cowl;
this baffle makes the engine run much
cooler by forcing the ait around the
engine.

As it says on the hubcap, this is really
"Something Special." See the planking in
the bottom of the cowl? That is the only
compound curve on the airplane,

3/16" plywood as shown on the plans and
epoxy glued together. The top of the box
reaches back to the instrument panel and
serves as a tank mount. The other three sides
reachjust through the firewall. Epoxy four
3/8" sq. spruce blocks around the front of
the box to support the 3116" plywood
engine mount. Cut the 3/16" mount to fit
the front of the box and drill holes for bolts
that hold the mount to the box. The mount is
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FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE SEE PAGE 231
bolted on to give access to the fuel tank.
Mark centerlines on the mount and mount
your engine, being sure that it is properly
centered. Slip the entire unit through the
firewall and align it to the centerline and the
depth of the cowl. The prop should clear the
front of the cowl about l/8". If everything
is straight, epoxy the box into the firewall
and add the 3/8" sq. spruce blocks around
the joint to make it strong.

24. While you are playing in the epoxy,
glue in 3/8" gussets inside the firewall.
These will strengthen the firewall to the
fuselage skin. Put one about every inch.
Elevators:

l. Cut to length the 3/8" sq. x261/2"
stabilizer spar.

2. Cover the plan with plastic wrap and
pin down the spar.

3. Cut the 1/32" plywood trailing edge
and shim up from the plan to the center of
the spar. Shims are 5132" thick.

4. GIue a piece of 3116" x ll2" balsa to
the trailing edge at spar to form end and
center ribs. Cement l/8" sq. balsa sticks to
the spar and trailing edge to form ribs.

5. When dry, turn the elevator over and
repeat step #4.

6. When the assembly is dry, cut the
comrgated covering to shape and glue to
one side ofthe elevator. CA glue is perfect
for this.

7. Cut com.rgated plastic for other side.
Make sure the corrugations match top
and bottom. Glue in place with CA glue.

8. I used cable controls'on both elevator
and rudder. You can use a pushrod if you
prefer. I installed a small Proctor formica
control horn in the center of the elevators.
Pushrod installation will require a nylon
control horn bolted to one side of the
elevator.
Rudder:

l. The rudder is built like the elevators.
Use 3/8" sq. balsa for the spar. Add the
318" x 314" balsadoublertothebackof the
spar. Notice the cutout for the elevator spar.

2. Cut the 1/32" plywood trailing edge
and shim up from the plan the same as the
elevators. Balsa fillers are added at the top
of the rudder, the same as for the elevator.
Add the l/8" sq. balsa ribs. When dry,
repeat on the other side.

3. Cut and fit comrgated plastic covering
to both sides, again making sure they match
left and right.

4. Cut a slot in the bottom of the rudder
and epoxy in a small Proctor formica control
horn.

5. If you used cables on the elevators,
you will have to hollow out the rudder to
clear the elevator horn.
Vertical Fin:

l. The vertical fin is built the same as the
stabilizer.

2. Trace offthe leading edge on another
piece of paper. This is to save the plan.

3. Laminate the leading edge the same as

before.
4. Lay down the 3/8" sq. spar and the

spar doubler.
continued on page 56
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A Most Important Part of RCM's Anthology Library Series
FLIGHT TRAINING COURSE VOL. I & II

FLIGHT TRAINING
couRsE vol,. II

Volume II contains 173
pages devoted to

flying. It starts with
trimming your aircraft

and follows through
with step by step

written and illustrated
diagrams of 22

different maneuvers.
There are small tear

sheets with all the
diagrams for taking to

the flying field.
$11.95

FLIGHT TRAINING
COURSE VOL. I

This 230 page Volume
I contains over 300
photographs with over
1.00 illustrations on
topics such as
Building, Hinging,
Engines, Radio
Installation,
Covering and
Finishing. It features
two construction
articles - the RCM
Basic Trainer and the
RCM Advanced
Trainer.
$rr.95

These anthology books are two of the most popular in our complete seties.
If you don't have them, order yours today!

For Ordering Information: See RCM Order Page

continued from page 44134

5. Lay down the 3/8" lower rib.
6. Wet the 1/8" sq. subJeading edge and

pin in place on the plan. (Rememberto shim
it 1/8" above the plan.)

7. Install the 1/8" x 3/8" ribs.
8. Remove from the plan and sand the

ribs to an airfoil shape.
9. Cover the fin on both sides with 1/16"

sheet balsa. You may want to glue and sand

the sheets before you glue it to the fin.
10. Sand the front of the fin flat and

install the laminated leading edge. Note:
The leading edge extends down into the
fuselage.

1 1. Sand to shape and give it a couple of
coats of sanding sealer and cover with
medium silkspan. A few more coats of
sanding sealer will really make it slick.

12. The vertical fin can be installed as

soon as the stabilizer is installed. Do not
install the rudder until the elevators are in
place, with the cables hooked up.
Cowl:

If you have never built a balsa cowl
before. you are in for a learning experience.

l. Cut the rear frame from the laminated
balsa sheet and the front frame from l/16"
plywood.

2. From side and top view drawings, cut
four support pieces. The top and sides can
be cut from ll4" x 112" balsa strips and the

bottom can be cut from 1/4" sheet balsa.
3. Cut from 1/4" sheet the two lower

angle frames that form the air hole at the
bottom rear of the cowl, and the two center
frames that give the lower cowl its shape.

This is the only compound curve on the
fuselage.

4. Fasten the rear frame to your building
board and with a square, center the l/16"
plywood front piece on the four pieces like a
table. Be sure it is square and not twisted.

5. When the frame is set and dry, start to
plank. Begin at the sides, using
ll8" x 318" strips. Work back and forth
from one side to the other to help keep the
cowl from being warped. When you have
about four strips on each side, add the center

NICKLE PLATED NOSE GEAB

' Unique sleering arm locks inlo place when
used be ow luselage - no set screw needed

. Alyourhobbyshopororderdiecl.Add$2
shipping and hand rng 'piclured

32

rHNul=#
THE HIGH.TECH HINGE DESIGNED FOR THE CYANOACRYLATE AGE
Easier to install than any other hinge - No more gouging, picking, or messy epoxies.

Simply cut a single knife slot for each hinge, slide the hinges in

place, apply a few drops oI your favorite CA glue - and you're done!

SUPER FAST, SUPER EASY ANd SUPER STRONG.

"?/. &eu Tenql ?/". e.8er1"
Stc MFG. CO., |NC..401-7 So. Front St..Montezuma, lA 50171 o (515)623-5154 Fults Tooling . P.O. Box 155 . Savoy, lL 61874



ARF KITS
TEL. (416\ 931-5564
Fax (416) 283-6538

TR-260
SPAN 71.5 , ABEA 858 sq in
ENG, 9O-120, 4 CYCLE
WT APPROX, 7,5-8 5 LB,

LASEB 2(l()
Wing Spen: 69.75'
\{ing Ara: 76il q. in
Weight : 8.5-9.5lbi
88t.", q)-120 4C

or 75-91 2C

Direct: $229.99 U.S.
Rcaeil: i299.99 U.S.

KIT FEATURES: Light FIBREGLASS fuselage, corvlirg,
canopy & whed pants. Balsa covered foam wiugs
with internal rdnforremmt, L.E. & T.E. in place
atrd sanded. Sdected BALSA cut stab, rudder,
elevator & ailerons, T-6 aluminum latrding geam,
formed aluminum center caba[e assy. - hardware &
instructions.

'\
:L-J\
&:-')w*

WORTD CLASS \
QUARTEB.SCATE

Direct: $299.99 U.S.,,.$tNo.J[,i]S:.0,,

!nfo $2.00
R€.rih S349.D U.S. Diabolo W.S. 60,'

TR-260 W.s.60"
Add $1E.00 U.S. for podase ud hmdling DalOtel W.S. 58',

TEL. 4L6l g3L-5564 Ensine 70.e0, 4cycre

Scale detai! cowl.

frames, and bottom opening formers. Cut
out the bottom section of the rear frame to
form the air hole.

6. At this point, it is a good idea to sheet

the top ofthe cowl as this part is straight and
it helps to stop twist as the bottom planks are

worked into place.
7. When all planks are in place, the cowl

can be rough sanded.
8. Glue two lVz" x 3' ' x 8' ' balsa blocks

together to form a block l/2" x 6" x 8'' for
the front of the cowl.

9. Position the cowl front on the block
and draw around it. Find the centerline and
drill lt/2" hole for the crankshaft.

10. Cut block to outline and tack glue it
to the front of the cowl. Carve to proper

SffiffiK
The Original Home Machine Shop

qesigned i,, USA by Shoptask
I

rB 3 Models to Choose

row es 995.99
3 Axls Power

Feed Available

12 [,4onth
Watranlv

100% Pads
Supplv

All Tooling
Availabq

17" Swing
x 18 MillTable

1-800-343-5775 ' FREE cATALoGUE

ffi
PO. BOX 7531-TACOMA. WA 98407

stNcE 1981

shape as shown on the plans.
I 1. Mark around on the inside front

block at the front former.
12. Pop the block off the cowl and carve

out the inside. This saves weight and makes
room for little things like cylinders and

carburetor. Cut to l/8"-ll4" thick.
13. Re-glue the block to the cowl and

mark and cut the four air holes and the air
cleaner hole.

14. Frame the inside of the air cleaner
hole with pieces of li8" sheet as shown on
the plan.

15. The cowl can now be finish sanded

and covered with silkspan as is the fuselage
and tail feathers.

16. The exhaust stacks are cut from

tubing obtained from a lawn chair. I am
using an O.S. BxI 1.08 2-stroke engine with
a Tatone Muffler and the stack lines up
perfectly. The pipe in the cowl sets just
below the muffler to allow the cowl to be
slipped on and off.

17. Hold the cowl in place on the firewall
and mark around the inside on the firewall.

18. Remove the cowl and epoxy glue five
3/8" x 1" spruce blocks to the firewall so

that the cowl will slip over them snug.
19. Tape the cowl in place and drill five

l/8" holes, 3/16" forward ofthe rear ofthe
cowl. Drill through both the cowl and
blocks.

20. Remove cowl and install 4-40
continued on page 6O
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Although it's some years away, you're about
to entet the 21st Century when it comes to
finishing modelairplanes. Using space age
materials, we have developed 3 new pro-
ducts: an instant drying paint, a tilm cover-
ing with unique ShrinkControls^, and apre-
painted fabric that goes on easier than any
other covering.

2 I st C€ntury Space Age Fabric"
Nobody knows more about iron-on fabrics
than Coverite. After all, we invented them
back in the 60's. For the 90's and beyond,
we have invented the best tabric covering
ever! lt's lightweight, thin, tough as nails,
goes on as easl/y as Super Coverite. . .and
is magnificently pre-painted. lt looks like hand-
rubbed lacquer.

c Adhesion to wood and to itse/f is
exceptional.

. Goes around curves and wing tips easier
than any film.

. Fantastic shrlnkl Sets a new industry
standard.

t Can be trimmed with itselt, paint, decals,
etc. without any surtace preparation.

. Surprisingly thin and lightweight.
c Puncture and tear strength that only a

fabric can otfer.
c Glow fuel, gasoline and smoke proof.

COVERTTE
420 Babylon Rd., Horsham, Pa. 19044
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continued from page 57/34

threaded inserts. Ifyou cannot get threaded
inserts, use blind nuts. Use 4-40 xl"
screws to hold the cowl to the firewall.

2l .The grille is made from l/16"
aluminum tubing. It is easy to form and a
36" piece is plenty. Bend to shape and cut
to length and use Sig CA Plus to glue it to
the cowl. Make sure the bars are the right
length before you glue them. They are hard
to comect after they are on.

22. The cowl should be sealed inside to
keep fuel from soaking into the wood.
Thinned epoxy does a real good job. Your
cowl should be complete and ready for color
paint.

23. Trace patterns for the side and top
windows. Put into position on the fuselage
hnd mark and cut out the holes. Go
carefully, a slip of the knife and a lot of
work goes down the drain. Sand smooth. (I
waited until the model was painted to install
the windows.)
Operating Doors:

Now is the time for a big decision. Do
you want to go to the trouble of cutting
doors, making hinges and scale door locks?
If you don't want to do this, frame up a

hatch in the bottom of the fuselage big
enough to get to your radio. Put the hatch
just back of the landing gear.

Now, for you brave and hardy souls who
must do the whole thing --- here is how I did
it.

1. Trace the door from the plan and
carefully place it on the fuselage side. This
must be done carefully so the front of the
door lines up with the back of frame "C. "

When you are satisfied with the location,
slip a piece of carbon paper under the
pattern and trace onto the fuselage side.
Don't forget to repeat the process on the
other side.

Using a new and a very sharp #l I blade,
carefully cut out the door. Cut from the
corners and you are less likely to cut an extra
door.

Carefully, remove the door from the
fuselage. At this point, the wood can be
easily broken.

Cut lengths of l/8" x 3/8" hard balsafor
the door frame. To get the exact fuselage
curve, I held the strips in place in the
fuselage side and marked the curve on the
strips. The curve must be right for the door
to fit properly. Frame all the way around the
door and window. lrave space around the
window for the glass.

Frame the door hole at the top, back, and
bottom.

2. The door hinges are made using
Houseworks #1122 hinges (used in doll
house building). From .010 sheet brass, cut
two pieces 5116" x l%" . Lay out holes as

shown on the plans. These holes are for the
small pins that simulate the rivets and hold
the top hinge to the door. Drill with a .080
drill.

Solder one brass hinge strap to each of
two hinges. This makes the top hinges. The
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HEL.X UACAFORM HELICOPTEN CNOPIES "CLEABLY SUPEBNN!"
1216 X-Cell 30/40 Canopy,

Ganopy Adhesive
A1000 Zap-A-Dap-A-GooAdhesive

$22.95

$4.00
0rder #
1071
1071A
1072
1 073
1 250
1271
1074
1217
1127

1 079
1 076
1 078
1141
1142
1255
1255A
1077
1 139
1 075

For G.M.P./Hirobo
Competitor Canopy
Competitor Side Panels
Cobra Canopy
Cricket Canopy
Legend Canopy
Rebel Canopy
Shuttle Canopy Fits ZX
Shuttle Sport Canopy New
Stork Canopy

For Schluter
Champion Canopy
Heliboy
Helistar Canopy
Junior 50 Canopy
Junior 50 ll Canopy New
Magic Canopy
Magic Side Panels
Miniboy
Scout 60 Canopy
Superior Canopy

For Kyosho
1205 Concept 30 SE/DX Canopy
12058 Concept Sport Canopy New
1206 Concept 60 Sport Canopy ffent

For Kalt
1080 Baron 50/60
1081 Baron20129130
1273 Cyclone ll Canopy
1274 Excalibur Canopy

For X-Cell
1136 X-Cell 50/60 Canopy
1137 Sport 50/60 Canopy New

Price

$16.95
$24.95
$16.95
$16.95
$17.95
$22.95
$16.95
$23.95
$24.95

$24.95
$16.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.9s
$24.95
$16.95
$24.95
$24.95

$16.9s
$23.95
$24.95

$16.95
$16.95
$22.95
$24.95

Upper Montclarr, NJ 0/043

1-800-553-HELX
(To 0rder 0nly) For inquiries, please call: 201-744-4962

$24.9s Deater tnquiries tnvited! @ @
$24.95 Shipping and COD charges extra. NJ residents add 7% sales tax

FON THE MOS| BEAU1IFUL BIBD
ITI THE SKY , ,HEL-X PREPAIIITS

Prices hegin at $99.95...Ca|| for details...
Be sarc to ask aboat oar conplete line ot
Hehx apgrade pafts, with oar lifetine
rcplacement gaaruntee!

"There just isn't anything else out there with this accuracy
and at this price. My Smithy paid f<tr itself in six months."

Fred Hu.\ton
Diamond Bqr. CA
50's - Boy Products

Used Worldwide by:
. Hobbyists . Educatbrs
. Repair . Farmers
Professionals .Gunsmiths

. Engineers . Model Builders

FIX IT YOURSETF!
Easy to use - so simple and functional.
You'll be doing quality work right away.

yersatile - compact, multi-use design
lets you make any shape or size. The
only limit-your imagination. Work with
metal, wood or plastic.

Save time and money - no more
waiting for high-priced machinists or

repair professionals. Downtime is
expensive-don't wait for
expensive parts-Do it yourself !

Take Eide - Just think what
you will accomplish with your own

,- personal machine shop. Buy direct.5 as low as $995.':*

Here is the front end all togethel along
with the scale prop. The prop is finished
with automobile chrome bumper paint; it
takes a long time to dry. The dunce cap
spinner is molded plastic. Cowl mount
screws are countet sunk, socket head
screws.

bottom hinges are used as is.
Measure back from the front of the front

cabin support 13/16" . This is the position of
the top hinge pin. Temporarily fasten hinge,
(strap to the rear), hold the door in place
with the hinge closed. Mark location of the
hinge butt on the front support. Remove the
door and hinge from fuselage and carefully
cut a hole for the hinge butt to recess into.
This depth is to the center of the hinge pin.
Do not cut all the way through.

Pin both hinges in place on the door and
try the fit. You will have to round out the
front door frame so that the door will swing
without dragging on the front door frame.
Smooth?

Okay, now, we will think door lock.
Door Locks:

l. The door lock is made from l/4" brass
tubing and 1/16" brass tubing. Lay out one
ofthe lock plates on the square tube and drill
the two .080 holes in the brass. Cut the plate
from the tube. I used a fine blade on my
Dremel saw, file smooth. Now, do it again
for the other side.

Take the 1/16" brass tube and mark a
length to fit inside the square brass tube. Do
not cut if off. To the center of this length,
solder another piece of 1/16" brass tube.
This looks like a "T" and is the lock bolt.
Now that the solder has cooled, cut the short
piece from the tube and file until it slips
inside the square tube. Cut the tube that
forms the belt to a total length of 5/8".

Cut a "T' ' pin to 5/8' ' and push it through
the lock and the bolt. Make sure the head of
the "T" pin is down. Turn the "T" pin
parallel to the lock and solder the top end.
The bolt should work smoothly in the lock.
Use another piece of a pin for the lock pivot.

Carefully, cut the hole in the door for the
lock. Mark and drill the hole in the door
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frame to fit the bolt. Slip the lock assembly

into the door. It will be necessary to groove

the inside of the door for the pivot pin. The

lock fits flush with the outside of the door.

Glue the pivot pin in place. Be very careful

not to get glue in the lock. Install the spring

over the "T" pin and glue on the l/8" balsa

spring stop. Set the stop so that the bolt will
cbme back even with the door frame. Check

lock for smoothness of operation. (Note: I
used the springs from an old throttle
over-ride set - Du-Bro DU-120.)

Mark and drill hole in the door jamb for
the plastic tube striker. Make sure the door

fits flush with the door locked' Install a

piece of scrap 1/8" sq. balsa to the door
jamb at the lock for a door stop. If you have
-done 

everything right, the door will swing

smoothly to the wing strut, and the lock will
work smoothlY.

Now, isn't that great? Do the whole thing

over for the other side. Make two strut locks

as detailed on plans. Be sure you make one

right and one left.
Wing Struts:

L The wing struts are made from spruce'

The front strut is 1/4" x 5/8" and the rear

strut is ll4" x3/8". Notice the 1/16"
plywood cap on the outboard ends. These

hold the 2-56 x ll2" bolts at the wing.
Cut the struts to the length and shape

shown on the Plans.
Protect your plans with plastic wrap and

epoxy the lower ends together. Whel d-V,

r.move from the plans and cut the slot for
lower brass fitting. Install the fitting in the

slot with epoxy and wrap the joint with

fiberglass cloth and ePoxY.
Epoxy the 1/16" PlYwood caPs to the

outboard end of the strut. Check the strut for
proper length. Wrap the ends with cloth and

epoxy glue. Allow to dry'- 
Drill the hole for the 2-56 x l/2" socket

head screws. Now, drill the spruce for the

head of the screw. Do not drill into the

plywood! The screw head is hidden by the

ip-.e. Sand entire strut to a streamlined

shape.
Wtt tt 

" 
wing installed and locked to the

fuselage, slip the lower fitting through the

slot you have cut in the fuselage at the back

of the "C" frame, and bolt the outboard

ends to the wing. With the lower end of the

strut touching the fuselage, drill a 3132"

hole through the hole in the fitting and

former "C. " This hole is for the strut lock'
Slip the lower end of the strut lock into

the hole and put a #2 sheet metal screw

through the third hole in the plate and

former "C." Pull out the lock and tum

away from the hole and the strut is free'

Turn the lock back over the hole and push it

in, and the strut is locked. I tried bolts, but it
took too much work to get to them.

Bend the jury struts from 1/16" music

wire and bind with copper wire and solder'

Put the strut in place and bind to the struts

with # 8 sewing thread. Cement
1116" x 3/16" balsa to the wire to make it
look scale. The balsa is sanded streamline.

Paint with three or four coats of sanding

sealer. Sand with #220 sandpaper after

EnsineMount
ThHtWon't

, Rattle AndRoll.

If vou flv model Dlanes, we don't have to tell you there's a whole

btr; tdkii A;il;fi}ilhiiw itiereG something you canqg about it',--TtiJ5nnivEn 
Elex Mount Svstem. It's fle engine mounfftg qys-

temitiat has specially desigred rubber isolators to absorD engme

vibration, redice no[se andlimit wear and tear on your mooel.
"'"A;d'riliai';ffi'rit ffii-iviount comes with an aluminum ad?ptor

*tf .,Ul#m.S,,l:t"vrf,,n?Iltl.'r'.:g,t*,?,?rff ##f ,:affi "
eneines. So don't be a jitterbug. Thlk to your
-t4ffi 

sdtiv^an,Fle-x-Mount engine reulf futlifun
#gtrkT"tgyou 

thought rdck and ro- 
po so,sroo,B,rri more,MD2tz24

Gettlng Better Ideas 0ffThe Ground.
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coat. The struts are now ready for final

)rrng:
;overed the fuselage, stabilizer, and

ical fin with medium silkspan. That ties
; wood grain together and provides a

,mooth surface that can be easily made to
look like metal. Three coats of sanding
sealer after one coat of clear is a good
foundation for your color dope. My plane is
white with Jade Metallic Green trim. The
Cessna 140 did not have a lot of trim.

The wings are covered with Sig Koverall.
This is very strong and easily filled. I used
Sig Stix-it to fasten the covering to the
frame. A l/4" wide band of glue around the
edge of the surface is plenty to hold the
fabric in place. For a quick surface fill, I
used one coat of clear low shrink dope and
two coats of sanding sealer. Sand lightly
wrth #220 sandpaper. Go easy over the ribs
and edges, you could cut through. Put on
just enough color to give the finish you
want, Cessna came off the assembly line in
plain aluminum and the fuselage trim and
numbers, usually on the rudder and bottom
left and upper right wing (top of the number
toward the leading edge). Maybe there is
one at the local airport you can copy. This
makes for great documentation.
Flying:

Now comes the part we have all waited
for. Flying! Make sure the model is
balanced. To not do this can really mess up
your day.

When you are sure the engine is running
right and the radio is moving the surfaces in
the right direction, it is time to taxi. You
know --- taxiing is what you do to get to the
downwind end of the runway. Now, doesn't
that handle nice? One more control check.
Everything okay? Turn the model into the
wind and add power. Ooooo - that's
pretty! The model will roll straight down the
runway and the tail will come up quickly.
Almost no rudder correction is needed.
When you know the beautiful Cessna has

flying speed 
- tweak a little back stick and

- Wow! The prototype flew without any
trim change. The controls are quite
responsive. Elevator is quick; you might try
low rate for landing. Three point landings
are a thing of beauty. Just get close to the
ground and rotate to the three point position.
and watch it settle in.

The full size 140 was not designed to do
aerobatics. It was designed to be fun to fly
and to go from point A to point B at a low
cost.

The model will do that, plus, I have
looped, rolled, snapped, and flown it
inverted. It is no Extra 230, but it is fun to
fly. In the air, it looksjust like the real thing.
Most anyone with tail dragger experience
can handle it. Mine will take off, hands off.

The flaps are quite effective. They can be
used for take off and landing. To set up for
landing, slow the model down and lower the
flaps. It will slow up some more and has no
great tendency to pitch up or down. I do not
retrim the model.

Congratulations, and happy landings! E

BEND with the BEST
With the WIREMASTER" you can
bend and coil many sizes of music
wire, using just one tool. The 16"
handle gives you plenty of bending
power. See your dealer first! Or
send #10 SASE for catalog.

* 2 yr. warranty ilrgr'$-?* Bends 1/B,t _ 1/4t, wie
* Coils t/s" - 3/16tt wie
* Exclusive Anti-Kreep

WIRE LOCKTM

114 Washington Terrace
Waukegan, lL 60085

JGM Go. I ffi

Pure & Simple FUN!!

Rodlo md 6r€1re not lndudod

T?rynp Cot Swantp \at
.3+.61 @. ln./2-ch rodlo .m-.lg @-. ln./2-ch rodlo
Lngth 3S3/8' Beom 13' Lsgth 24' Beom n- t/2,
Prop slfoLd/s@t kji 517,95

Kits come camdete with pr+tomed fly *hned f@ htll,
prqcut wood, dl hqdwqo @d iTtuctla$.

vedaTek fll Y;!11-st'3.'J'suite #3r7tqqlerr Bioomington, MN 55420
chec*/M.O. Add 54 fq UPS shlF[jng. Add 53.50 fd

53 ,d orrtside Cont. U.S. Alle 2/3 weeks fq de,ivqy,
*10 SASE fq bocfure or @ll (612 831-7912. D4ler

ly'N reddents deo$ qdd lq,

Tel] This Control Horn
WhereTo Go,fudltWon't

C,et Bent Out 0f Shape.

Everv aimlane enthusiast we know has the same Droblems with
conffol horn^s. Thev flex. thev bend. thev break-whaf else is new.

Inffoducins the"sullivan 5SS. fhe birehest control horn ever
made. craftef,with tempered steel (inste;d of plastic) and nickel-
plated for wear resistante, the Sullivan Control Horn'555 is built to
bxactine sDecificrtions to eliminate flex and flutter.

Better still, it comes complet€ with glass-filled nylon bushing [o
prevent metai-to-metal coniact and radio interfererice, and is sEed

iS,fl 3lll8'dl'#iH,-ll SHLTHf,Y#,B# (urlfim
The Sullivan 555. Finally, a control horn , pRoDUCTS

that'S made Of the fight StUff. P.o.Box5166,Baltimore,MD27224

Getting Better Ideas OffThe Ground.
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